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Touching base with Tennv

by Megan Krigbaum
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Acknowledging that this is a it. This is a place that values that Somehow, in the middle of all of
large job, she is still in the challenge and its students are this change, Tenny manages to
process of getting a grasp on demanding. They are not simply lead a fairly normal life. She has
what her job entails in order to inquisitive, but are on a quest," two daughters who keep her
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by Stephen Bruckert
"It feels like your face is being
eaten by ten thousand ants."
Jessica smiles up at me from
her plate of brown-pink-grey
sludge. I ask her if that's true, if
she knows firsthand. She tells me
that she doesn't know for sure,
someone she knows said so.
A friend, Rebecca, received
some pepper spray in the mail
from kids back home with.a note
saying the firey juice should be
useful in fighting off randy east
coasters. We, those east-coasters
in question, are notoriously hateful, snobby and cold in comparison to our brothers and sisters in
the west. Though flattered by
suggestions that surly New
Yorkers and uppity Bostonians
can lose self-control, I wondered
if the pepper spray she received
in the mail would be enough to
curb the passions of a normally
mellow Vermonter gone wild.
I asked the Internet what
would happen if I caught a blast
of the stuff in the face. The
of
California,
University
Berkeley's Public Safety website

told me that I may "lose balance," that I will feel a "burning
sensation," and that I will find
myself "coughing, retching, and
gasping for air." So I won't be
able to stand up, I'll hurt all over,
I'll spit up, and I'll have trouble
breathing. I was unimpressed by
the list of effects. It sounded like
no big deal. If I were a rapist or
a mugger, would pepper spray
stop me? Cops always seem to
have the inside track on pain and
suffering, so I looked up some
testimonials from our men in
blue . .
According to one officer
from Wisconsin, the stuff can put
down "a paranoid schizophrenic
large male off his medication."
One of Louisiana's Finest claims
he was being assaulted by a partRottweiler. He sprayed the dog in
mid-chase. "I think the skid
marksare still in the grass," he
reports. Another cop, also apparently interested in some firsthand pepper spraying excitement, was "surprised at the intensity and m
manner in which [his]
see Spice on page 2
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by Bibi Deitz
It happens every day. There
are different levels: the loitering
and aimless - the raucous fights
and d
drug busts. Involved in these
levels are kids from dysfunctional families with nothing better to
do and no motivation to avoid
trouble.
Aware
of this,
five
Bennington College · students
have armed themselves with
drama of the stage variety.
Senior Marcos Barbery has
organized
students
Jake
Sandman, Daniel Trigg, Josiah
Weiss and Mariah Angele in a
makeshift theatre company that
has potential to morph into a substantial program for teenagers in .
the Bennington area, or an "education mentorship project," in
Barbery's words.
Whether or not this project
flies is somewhat dependent on a ·
I OQ-plus-page grant written primarily by Marianne Kennedy,
director of the Center for
Restorative Justice, a nonprofit
organization in Bennington. The
grant was submitted to the
Vermont Department of Health
and the verdict will be announced .
on December 15, 2002. Until
then, those involved are holding.
their proverbial breaths
and
pushing· on without funding, .
rehearsing four times per week
and planning to perform their
first play, Whats in School?, on.
December 13 and 14, 2002 at
8pm in Bennington College's
D207.
-Recruited from
social services
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directly off the turf of narrow kids," Barbery said. This play
Bennington sidewalks, an aver- was the springboard for the curage of five kids ages 15 to 18 rent project; it was presented to
meet in the First United an audience including the Board
Methodist Church recreation of Directors for the Center for
room in Bennington to act, write, Restorative Justice on September
direct and produce a loaded 20, 2002. The nine-member
drama- covering the gamut from Board is led by Marge Freed,
drug and alcohol problems to wife of Vermont House of
teen pregnancy. It was written Representatives speaker Walter
through a process in which Freed, who also attended the
teenagers told stories about their meeting. Also presentw ere
own lives .and then used those Bennington College faculty
ideas to form a script. Many of members Dina Janis and Janis
these budding performers are in Young.
Janis and Young have both
the custody of the State of
agreed to participate in the
Vermont or on probation.
Eventually, the vision for the process of creating and fine-tuntheatre group includes room for ing What 's In School? "This is
branching out to include any and the thing: no one has ever done
all Vermont teens interested, and this before," Young remarked. "I
training the mentees to be men- am aware that people use theatre
tors, creatingthepossibility for to help others realize their potenmultiple programsto emerge.
tial. What I have not ever been
"Young people can really aware of is any state or nonprofit
excel and express themselves organization within a stategoing
through the .arts. IIt gives them a out onto the streets and working
voice," Kennedy commented. with young, at-risk people in
"With arts, we are .saying,. 'bring terms of theatre."
Barbery has already seen
it in, we want it here!"' she said;
He
referring to the typically charged change in his mentees.
emotions these teens carry, with observes them feeling good about
them to rehearsal.
themselves and_ speaking up
"I find it really interesting," more. "We teach them a healthy
on young actor remarked, while way of getting high," he comanother.
simultaneously mented:
exclaimed, "It's fun!" More
If the grant does not come
thoughtful, a third girl added through, Kennedy and Barbery
after a few seconds, "We. get to agree that they plan to find other
keep expressing ourselves. and sources of funding and resort to
get our point across about what's more volunteering to preserve the
theatre troupe. "I won't let it go
going on. with the teenagers."
"Last June, the Centercom- away," Kenny stated. Presently,
rr{i~sio~ed me to :write aplaythat all expenses such as gas and food
would ~~ye voicesto the different are out-of-pocket.
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Spice, continued from pg. 1
... air passages and the ability to deal!" when I was slapped across
the face with a sockful of quaropen [his] eyes were impacted."
I didn't know what it was ters soaked in boiling water. My
like to have my face eaten by a only perception was molten lead
colony of ants, Berkeley's list of pouring down my face, scorching
symptoms were vague (how hard the skin away. I spat, trying to get
would I cough and what kind of the heat out of my mouth, trying
retching would I do?), and, as for to clear my throat enough to
e police testimonials, I'm not breathe. I choked out the word
on any medication and I'm not "water." The pain slid away with
even part-part-Rottweiler. I the water that was poured down
alked to Rebecca and she my face but flared up when the
agreed: I would be pepper flow stopped. I read that keeping
sprayed. But if I was to experi- one's eyes open will speed along
ence an allegedly incredible level the recovery process. I tried to
of pain, I felt that it was my civic force my eyelids apart. I opened
duty to have this done in public; my eyes enough to see a watery
as many people as possible must light when red-hot fishing hooks
know what it is to have one's face scraped across, along, into my
be made spicy. I knew in my eyes.' I shut them fast and
eart that if a large number of screamed again.
ople were to cheer, clap, and
Later that night, after I had
cream as I writhed around in been to class and had fully recovagony, it would send amessage ered, my girlfriend kissed my
to all potential rapists on campus: neck. She ·pulled away and
everyone laughs at someone smiled. Her lips burned, she told
dumb enough to catch a face full me. "You're spicy!" Maybe I'll
of liquid hot.
start using pepper spray for
The notice went out and cologne.
A lotofpeople have asked
spectators lined up against the
balcony of Commons. Others me why l did it. A hundred peowere on theground level,await- ple cheeringand clappingamid
ing thebattlebetween
and one or two screams that someone
personal defense products. I kick me in the nuts would be a
waved to the crowd and took my pretty big incentive to anyone.
position on thefield. I closed my However, the driving force
eyes and waited. I felt wetness, a behind my torture was not a reclittle moisture around my fore- ommendation of testicular trauhead that spread down to my ma. The truth is what I have told
yes, cheeks, nose, mouth, and those who asked: I wanted· to
bin. It dribbled down to my know what it felt like. Under my
neck. Nothing happened. l closed eyes and burning skin, I
opened my eyesand looked to felt alive. I can'tin seven hune crowd. I was about to raise dred and fifty words, not a thoumy arms and shout "It's okay, sand, not ten thousand, make you
feel what I felt.
folks!Pepper spray is rio big

man

Note From

Snap aims to provide Bennington College with a newspaper. As we gain experience,the projectwill expand and
improve. It may not be released on a daily or even weekly basis, but wehope to tackle issuesstudents feel are worthwhile. Our goal is not to impose a voice onthe campus hoping instead to function as a venue for othersto speak.
Opinions expressed by our contributors are theirs alone, and' not necessarilythose of Snap as a whole.
L

To those who helped us along the way, thank you. Steven Bach for your endorsement' and leadership from the
start; April Bernard for your advice, humor and support; David Rees for being David Rees; Paul Renzi for the tools
we needed· Student Council for money to print with; Dennis and Charlotte for tech support; Saumya Shrestha; Alex
Dorman; JunioAnthes-Moody for your cleverness with computers; andtheSnap stafffor yourpatience and hard work.
As Snap is a collaborative effort, we encourageall members of the Bennington College community· to contribute
their thoughts and words to this journal. Be it a news article, editorial or art, all submissions are welcome.

....Corrina & Dan
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L isten
. . i.ng to some Peoples Journal
of A World called A Plateau
by Wythe Marschall
"Is good," he'd say.
Gokcen Ergene goes by "Gekko"
and plays a barber in his latest
production, a dramatic adaptation
of Robert Walser's existentialist
novel, Jakob Von Gunten.
Gekko and his people call their
musically-driven
version,
Institute Benjamenta, "a journal
of listening to a. plateau which
some people call the world."
When asked ,nightly about the
show's progress Gekko never
revealed more than, "Is good.
You should come."
The
second
showing,
November I, was not the best,
according to . the. actors. They
more lauded Saturday's·performance. . They didn'twant.Sunday
t h
t II th
h it did
o appen a a ' th oug I di
But ithasn',t, happened yet.
Tonight is Friday, the first of
November, the night. after All

T the world of . institute

wall of windows and hidden
doors and more wmdows accelerates up from the black floor,
cross-hatched by white tape, to
greet the in-walking audience.
The wall meets a void-likeceil. stung by Ight af er 1ght after
mg
light, all in use at somemoment,
all dancing from spotto spot to
finda newer, more stylized,more
beyond-accurate mood. The
play has not commenced, but it
may as Well have. The front row
is five feet from the first actor.
He sits, like the others, at a desk,
with a book. It is unsettling to
see and hear school from the outside. Generally, life has not such
an unrterving soundtrack.
They bangdownthebooks;
the lights shatter thedark, end
wait.ing; the' music swells to a
beam, focusing tension into
attention and anxiety into anxiousness. Jakob moves. He is

a physical manifestation of pointlessness and the ability of students to literally avoid interaction
with the world in which they
dwell drivesitself to a stunning
crescendo as Jakob's freedom
catalyzes the students' ennui.
The game iis chess, the action is
immediate Pieces slam to
boards,faster, harder,until wood
cracks and Lawson Wulsin's
Schacht throws his minimalist
pawns and knights and rooks and
world to the audience members'
feet The board follows directly,
nearly injuring onlookers. It's
gripping.
Thusly does Institute's treatment ofmotion, set, and direction
simplify life to a single, fairy-tale
wave. Disproportionately-sized
obiects, bland furniture,· stacked .
and un-stacked books all hetp,
most of all the non-gate at the
school's front, made ofless metal

Benjamentathis

is probably not with lifeand pain andutter belief. AlbertCamus.
insignificant. To an observer of Sometimes he isa center ofattenBut Institute's fairy-tale
that world, it is as if everything tion without doing anything, nature does not make it straightpossible is significant, but no one sometimes because he does noth- forward. Emotions are tangled,
knows why or how. Every ele- ing. He is the one natural,chaot- likereal life, and the audience
ment : of the production is. an ic elementin the cast H eisthe sees scenes with little linking
exaggeration. Insanely turgid one un-rigidstudent who
not them besides an attempt to do so.
mo.vements build suspense and bend and read ·and turn a page It is like watching a famous opera
punctuate with silences the play's and bend and read and_ tum a in another language performed ·
later fits of fervid motion. page in time to the beat, who will expertly by Martians. Even the
Spartan dialogues and equivocal not follow Kraus's lead..
pantomime is vague in a fantastic
relationships add enigma: But
Kraus as lived throughJohn way,most notablywhen Fraulein
none of this reinforces the plot, Boyd, exemplifies
in the and Jakob dance to the· One Blue
ostensibly a visual -and auditory Institute and thus trust in the Light, the only nigh-spiritualelediary of young Jakob . Von world todictate one'slife. He ment in a humanistic tate about
Gunten's attempt to penetrateand moves with uncanny patience. a when to serve and when to learn
merge with the world of .t he statue whoslides frompoint A to andwhen to live and when to
Institute, a school for loser-ser- ' point B with hypnotic precision: leave Time runs on.
vantsofthe lowestcommon
.e observes
Jakobwith
Ja
ahareThe close does not cometoo
.denomination. Jakob fails to lusted falcon's
The' two soon, neither does.-it particularly
save his instructor, An8a
A Vieira's ·exchange glancesWords, brief··- illustrate anything. We do not
Theentire play, in have Jakob nor Kraus nor Herr
Fraulein Benjamenta, or her and indirect. The
brother, the .err The audience· memory, is a dream of just-lost norFraulein Benjamenta nor
is notsure
why.
subtleti
.t iiee.s- and missedenliggh
ghten- whomever
as heroes
Wehav
not
..
heroes have

will

trust

eyes.

Because no detailsof idea ment, thoughentertaining and
plainly exist behind the incredi- perfectly executed. .
bledetails of thework's surface.
Susan Sgorbati's choreographyhas the room of interchangeforcibly shrink-wrapping narrative fonn over the Surrealfugues ably dulland broken Students
and wafting songs of theplay reading with a banging, lifting,
results in failure It is hard to banging pattern loud enough to
say with accuracy what happens. wake the dead and shut down
This is what happens: A Stomp. This frenzy ofliterature,

an empty set, scattered withbroken game pieces. The story was

the production, and the point was
beautifullyhinted-at. We will,
those· who wondered at it,
remember the Institute in dreams,
and that isatribute to Gekko and
his mutterings. "Is good.;,
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The RootstheRoots,
theRootsareonFire
by Wythe Marschall

Music moves inexorably
towards the electronic, the studio-produced, the re-re-re-mixed
and maste.red. Shows become
videos, lights, special effects,
fogs, guests, and surprises, not
acoustic perfection. Even in the
realm of hip hop, where artists
spawn rhymes from the street up,
a profusion of turntables and
computers encroaches upon solid
lyrical ability andconviction of
The Roots wouldn't know.
This Philadelphia-based army of
musicians and sonic legends
ever ceases to bring an almost
unparalleled vitality to tour stops
and rap-jams. November · 17
2002 Roots emissaries Scratch,
Black Thought, ?uestlove (pronounced "Questlove") Kamal,
and Hub descend on Dartmouth
College along withapercussionist of mtimbled name and celebrated Rage Against the Machine
guitarist . Tom Morello. The

ing walk-around-the-kit which
produces a visual blur of euphonic artistry. It's hard to believe,
for any fan of the man named the
greatest guitarist of the nineties
by music journals dedicated to
both rap and rock.
Tom
Morello'sactually here. Playing
drums with the Roots. His current super-group stint with former Soundgarden singer Chris
Cornell aside, Morello's performing with the Roots is a thing
of surrealness and rarity and
invented nostalgia.
Despite its variety, nothing
in the Roots' drawn-out, rapheavy set matches Morello's thirty-minute guitar solo Swinging
from AC/DC covers to Rage riffs
to straight hip hop twang, the
"skinny pimp,'' as emcee Black
Thought calls him, invents ways
tomake new noise from an old
instrument. He bridges the harder pop genres like Hendriz
might' ve if he'd toured with Pink
Floyd. The crowd oohs, aahs,

guitarand vocalscratching; sev-

mechanic manipulatea red stick
and some strings into a studio.
zy-inducingenergy.
Even without Morello's
This potency, along with a genius,the Roots showcase innodemark diversity of tunes and vation inDJ-ing - Scratch and
length of concert, is the root of always-absent "human beatbox"
eRoots' singularity among rap Rahzel assure- this - and rap in
groups. From "human DJ/vocal general. Songs bounce and: reaurntablist" Scratch to~ bassist ture
harmonizing
between
Hub not one of the performers Scratch and Black Thought, and
slows or missesa beat., Even if hooks amount to driving pairs of
he words remain largely and couplets instructing listeners to
intelligibly gansta, they have jump or throw up hands ot repreo end Beyond this, each. Root sent or watch out. Suddenpausormsa solo of nomeandura- es mix with changing guitar and
.on andcomplexity.
piano melodies to smooth it out,
The first of these belongsto blending breathless tracts of
the drummer, ?uestlove UntilPhiladelphia-loving verse into
istum in thespotlight arrives, one hip hop-fugue.
.
sits and keepstimeandwears
Thus the·Dartmouth converdroopingface. of an otd dog. gence makes a strong casefor
other Rootsstep
stepback, investigating the Roots'latest
.owever, he
taps out stranger album, phrenologybut it also
rhythms,
faster
more elegant
. . those
.jadeedby synthe-...
. li
. .and
. . .and
. ant reminds
those jaded

entiesrock, freestyling, andfren-

the

ussi
. .ssi

. ..

ist, primarily

sion
.. .

. ..
sizers and drum loops to enjoy
bongo the sounds of the physically pres-

yer, to emergefromawater-

skilled The Roots
reak and find drumsticks The amaze because they play with a
odescendononesetbuilding virility so frenetic and awesome

ouder, -fiercercadences. Then
om Morello appears, guitar
bsent, sticksin hand.
The ensuing three-person
cussive rape involves a rotat-

entandthe

you know youcouldn't match it
if you tried for. a billion ·years.
And you don't have to,.so long as
the Roots and Tom· Morello
decide to keep music Jive.

Two Out of Three Ain't ·Half Bad
p
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by Stephen Bruckert
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office."
The door to Mark Jude Poirier's dark office
Mark on recreation: "I don't think Professors
swings open and light from the hallway reflects off
strange mucousy bumps that cling to his wall. and students should mingle in the sauna."
B.efore. he turns the light on, the bulbous shapes
. .. on aesthetics: "If it's ugly, I really like it."
could be giant insects nesting or some strange piece
.. . on being 'out': "Why waste your brain wonofpostmodem art. When the fluorescent tubes over- dering if your professor is gay?"
head chirp and fill the room with light, the answer
... on tinseltown: "Hollywood isn't all: evil.
is revealed to be a strange combination of the two: They're not all stupid."
plastic bubbles containing Pez dispensers.
There is a crate of Pez dispensers and strange
For the second half of my interview, I walk up
plastic knickknacks on the floor, each dispenser and to Mark's apartment in Woolley. The door is hidden
oddity individually Ziploc-ed. On the desk is a tele- in the comer of the building by an obstacle course
phone, dispensers in factory-sealed packaging, and of pillars, bike racks and trash cans. Inside the livstill more of the little sandwich baggies filled with ing room of his apartment, there is no couch, no
strange heads atop unadorned plastic totems. decorations. The furnishings are two chairs, a desk
Behind me are Mark's bookshelves. The top two slid against the window, and a plain vanilla rug halfhouse statues of large cartoon characters and pop- covered by a suitcase and its emptied contents.
culture icons ranging from Frankenstein to Top Cat. There are letters and bills, both opened and
One of the strange dolls has a tag around its neck unopened, and a stack of framed pictures. One is of
that reads, "bubble bath." The rest of his book- him raising a glass half-full of dark liquid, five or
shelves proudly display Pez; Mario is here, as well ten people behind him, most of whom are_-men._
as all of the most popular Warner Brothers cartoon
"That was my writing community at Iowa. We
characters. The most famous of all nuclear families, all went to~the same bar. It's nice to be around a lot
the Simpsons, take most of the top row of a set of of people with the same goals as you."
clear plastic Pez bleachers. Luke Skywalker,
In another frame are Mark and his boyfriend,
Princess Leia, and Chewbacca are in attendence, "aCuban ·fmancial analyst.... or, uh, financial ana"But I've never been able to fmd R-2 D-2," Mark lyst fromCuba,"on two separate photographs. It's
says sadly.
symbolic: the financial analyst lives in Boston. I say
Pez is everywhere. In fact, since his dispensers that it must be hard to live far away from your loved
are . on parade all over his bookshelves, I wonder one.
where his books are. I look around and see three
"He's coming up this weekend," Mark says,
books: Hook Man Speaksby Matt Clark, The Half- and smiles.
Mammals of Dixie by George Singleton, and
The walls of Mark's apartment are recessed to
Unsung Heroes ofAmerican Industry by himself.
make bookshelves,whieh are .all neatly stuffed. As
"I can teach you all about Pez," he says, and I look over the titles and authors, I realize that he
beams:
doesn't keep his books in his office because there
He explains that youcan approximate the date isn't space. Every volume stands straight; there are
of a dispenser by a few key features. Pez started no bookends, nor is there room for any. On the botadding feet to their dispensers in the 80's. In the late tomrows of a free-standing bookshelf are books
90's, heads started getting bigger. The most recent that have his name on them: Naked Pueblo, Goats,
manufacturing conventionis makingthe
t heads out and Unsung
HeroesofAmerican _Industry.
,
of one solid piece. ·Inthe bygone days,the famous
Goats, Mark's flTSt novel, is about two militant
m
potheads: one
ateenaged prep school kid, and the
Disney dog Pluto would have ears, that were ·molded separately, or in the case of anold stewardess other, a 40 year old pool cleaner. The book won
Pez, a hat.
over readers that were disappointed upon meeting
"This stewardess Pez, if she had her hat, would him at signings. "Everyone expected meto showup
be worth a hundred dollars. But ... why?"
wearing a Phish shirt because I got their lifestyle
It reminds him of a great line in Ghost World, right. But it'snot hard to imagine what it would be
he says, smiling and laughing; about people filling like to be stoned all the time." 'Some fans sent letthe void in their lives with junk.
ters that seemed to miss the point of the novel. "I
A white box next to his desk contains ten, would get letters that said things like, 'Dude, I
maybe fifteen, little Barbie doll heads - no bodies. loved your book. I had a bowl going the whole
A close look reveals that something is wrong. The time."'
jaws are too broad and the skin is too tan. This is no
So when was the last time Mark .had a bowl
Barbie I've ever seen. Mark notices my curiosity going? Not in ten or fifteen years.
and tells me that his friend, as a joke, sent him a box
"I like writing a lot more than I like being
stoned."
of Farrah Fawcett heads.
"Uh, Mark? You don't have any books in your

Achat with Christopher .
by Charlotte Silver

"It's like when they animate car"You always look back at toons. You've been·reading them
our former self, looking for evi- for years and then all of a sudden
dence of future genius," says new you hear Garfield's voice."
literature professor Christopher
Miller likes to juggle several
Miller. "Unfortunately, when I projects at one time. Right now,
was in seventh grade I was read- he is working, on a book-length
ing seventh-grade books. You essay about dreams (one of his
know, those young•adult books courses is called The Dream as
about the new kid at school who Literary Genre and Scientific
prevails through sheer pluck. Document) and two short novels.
My mother used to give me those One of the novels is about a small
books, and after a while I town in which everyone is
thought, 'Mom, are you trying to obsessed with food. He describes
tell me something?"'
his second novel, also set in a
Miller is, as this anecdote small town, as "a novelization of
suggests, a modest man with a a non-existent David Lynch
dry sense of humor. Although he movie." He also lists Scooby
came from a verbal family- "lots Doo as an influence, adding,
of punning at the dinner table" - "But. I thought David Lynch
·he says he never thought of him- sounded like a more ennobling
self as a writer until he was in his reference."
mid-twenties As an undergraduUntil
he
taught
at
ate at Columbia University, he Bennington, Miller himself had
failed to complete long pieces: never lived in a small town. (He
"I'd spend the whole semester grewup in Cleveland;) So far; he
in over three pages." This likes the college:"it'sdifferent
ear he published his first novel than any other place in the
imon Silber, Notes for Solo world." Have there been any suriano. He was pleased with the prises? No, nothing," he says.
esponse to the book,
b
but said "Nothing
as
startling as
at the cover, showing a photo- .arfield'svoic_e.".
raphof Simon's face, disapinted him. "It's hard to see a
icture of oneof your characters
fter carrying them around in
our head, for so long," he says
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Two Wednesdays
I.
By Wednesday, 1 had only recently
become aware that I had misplaced
my shadow.

Memories of a Bastard Dancing

Because I Cannot Tell You

Startling to think of it now,
the glossy,_all-night subway rides
the token Asian girlfriends with
delftware features made fragile
by the cold. .

It's taking too long, this shift of season.
Winter doesn't want to come fast enough.
Still the leaves fall like the feel of your breath
against my cheek, mouth. Inside
my ears I hear your autumn whispering

we wereyoung

Snow. Snow.

II.

Now it is today.

and cynical then,
we were when we
heard the news of the shopliftin'
young starlets heartbreaking
indictment.
relatingwhere

I am standing outside a phone booth .
waiting for the man inside to end his call
as I see my shadow cross the street on fire.
People scatter- as if they, too, were on fireas others holler for watet, which the shop
owners supply with their hoses.
I admire their shadows rushing about.

Friend, there is a hole in your
argyle sock, exposing the toe of wisdom,
the middle one, the yardstick by which
superstitiousold women measure knowledge.
Drink your gin from the tumbler.

Sirens wail. But the fireengines don't turn
the corner only police cars in pursuit.

If you need me I' II be boogying
in the kitchen.

Someone hollers that my shadow has a
knife!

I'm the one with the paisley lampshade
on his head. If the phone rings and it's
someone looking for me, say you haven't
seen that I just left, or me.

It escapes to a building, and the police
hourpasses.
follow. A crowd gathers.

An

Theofficers walk out of the building point
my way, and put me in hand cuffs.
The camera flashes are bright!
I am standing in a puddle of my blood.

Why is it that God has blessed me so?
Your love came unexpected, electric,
singing my body like Whitman.
Are you as close as I'll ever get to the sun?
Your eyes, brown and blazing. Your touch,
the fever from which I gladly die_over and over. . .
Like the .magician spreading her Houdini magic
everywhere, everythingthe color of fire.
-Jaamil Olawale Kosoko

Talking Dirty to Mary Oliver
Isee you

Mary.

.

!

Disposable

Shaking that thing.

Morning glory muffins walk the sun-drenched streets
Waiting for small birds to mistake them for home

My shoes are charred.

buffalobill

..-Andrew Hughes

-peter pan
.

My barbaric yawlp: a word on poetry
Things are notall socomprehensibleandexpressibleas
one wouldmostly haye us believe; most events areinexpressible, takingplaceina redlm which noword hasever
entered, and more.inexpressible than all else areworks of
art; mysterious existences, the life ofwhich, while ours
passes away, endures.
-Rilke .
I have been asked to write a "short blurb about poetry." I'll begin then with someoneelse's words. Jim
Harrison is a contemporary American poet whose work
I've always enjoyed and know plenty more than I do. He
writes, "Poetry, at its best, is the language your soul would
speak, if you could teach yoursoulto speak." Harrison
also writes, "If you have to ask what poetry is good for, it
will never be any good for you.'' However (against my
better judgment), I'm going to ask the question anyway.
What is poetry good for?

Poetry, "at its best," removes us from our own immediate lives and "idiosyncrasies, and allows us the chance to
see how
h
someone else pays attention to the world. We
learn. to ask ourselves, How do I address the world?
Poetry, when it's damn good, is what happens when the
writerhas taken in the world and given it back clearly,
simply, the way he sees it. I can't count the number of
times I have returned to Rilke's Letter to A Young Poet
and found comfort in his clarity, his ability to take up the
rather chaotic human condition, shake it loose from all
that is noisy and unnecessary, leaving only the simplest .
truths. Kafka, toparaphrase, believed that when we read
we chip away at the hard ice of the soul. Better yet,
Harrison again (feeding off John Muir's idea about grizzly bears, that they exist "for their own magnificent selfness"),_thinks that poetry exists in and of itself and rieeds

no reason. I think he'sright.
Perhaps ·the biggest mistake I've made so far as a
reader of poetry was believing that it had all the answers.
I've learned, with more than a little difficulty and a lot of
arguing with Rilke in my sleep, that the real joy in poetry
is learning to love the questions themselves. I've been
asked again and again, Why do youwrite poetry? The
same reason lread it- Ilove the discovery: There'snothing more satisfying than fmishing a piece of work and
.feeling inthe final product that somethingquite amazing
has happened. Something you didn't know you knew
appears, and it makes some sense. And because, "A poem
is better than a bloody turkey foot in the mailbox."
(Harrison. Right.)
-JaimienDelp
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and campus building checks. then I've seen in three years." eraland, while

Judicial is "fabulous" an<I
givesstudents anideaofwhat.
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Brilliant young
by Zubin

giving us, shoot earlier, and produce.'' Bennington midtielder
Keith Hendershot remained opti--Brattleboro, VT
misticafter a surprisingly strong
"We· had a good season.
mean, not that we played well; halfand expected more aggresbut we had .a good season," sive offense to materialize in the
"Our
Coach Mark Kevorkian tells his second half, saying,
team outside~ a Brattleboro Pizza Nepalese have got -rocket feet.".
Hut. Coach Kevorkian hesitated Maybe, but with Cold War sur(reasonable. to give me his last plus accuracy, striker Nirjan Rai
name so from here on I will refer sent several shots sailing over the
to him simply as K. Eight years crossbar until he finally scored
ago K, a Bennington insurance off of a perfect white-glovedpass
the from 'Devin Horan at .12:32 into
salesman,
revived
Benningt9n College Pioneers, a the second half.
once all-girl's soccer team that
plays other small Vermont SIT boosted their offense after
schools At first, K could hardly the' half but, in goal, Glen,Van
surveyed
and
string a team of wimpy liberal Brummefen
arts student~ together from a stu- stopped shots with. geometric
dent body of 300. Now, with preeision. SIT also exhibited the
worst acting I' d. seen in
500 students,. I guess he can.
Bennington until Cinema: 3.
screened ''Ru1es of ·Attraction."
SIT 1, Bennington Pioneers 1
After a contested foul, .SIT
Van
Brummelen's
It was parent's weekend, so I spoiled
hailed a golf cart down to the shutout on a penalty kick with
soccer field to catch the Pioneers . twelve minutes remaining in regwho were fresh off a 3-1 win over ulation. Bennington's push
Marlboro .for their home opener. remained strong while K directed
The team warmed up, taking light players in a frantic squawk more
practice shots and stretching familiar among pedestrian-scatwhile K, who has the figure and tering cabbies: Look! He's being
outfit of a weekend marathon covered by my grandfather, for'
chrissake, and he still can't get
·runner, stood by professionally.
the ball! How many chances like
"Blood makes the grass grow! that are you gonna get?!
Win!Win! Win!" With what Bennington sent a few shots high
were probably the_ most martial or wide in the last ten and pulled
words ever spoken on our cam- off a lucky 1-l tie. Regarding
pus the Pioneers took the. field the SIT player who took an
against
the
School
for embellished' dive and subsequent
International Training, which has penalty kick that cost the
an older,_more. talented, but less Pioneers a shutout, <K told his
cohesive team.. Bennington team; ".e's foreign. They do
played a strong defensive game that!"
in the first half; the ball remained
mostly in our zone, but defenders Marlboro College 0, Bennington
Pioneers 5
allowed few .shots on goal.
Soleimany

\

SIT player-coach Les Kozaczek Marlboro's van arrived late while
chastised his team at halftime, the Pioneers took warm-up shots,
"We have to use the space they're directed by peppier-than-usual

athletes of

autumn

K. All right, ·today we're going
to play with some zeal Z-e-e-l
Um, Coach, it's z-e-a-1. ' "I know
that," Coach ·says, "I'm just
keeping you on your toes!" K,
who was pleased to see me again
and began to realize that I wasn't
just there to collect one-liners for '
the next Bad News Bears type
movie now calls me, "Intrepid
Reporter." I think he just didn't
know my name yet.

She was' a little confused by~ selves at home.
Stefan's proposal but said she'd The game represented an imporplay him in the second half.
tant opportunity for Benningto)l
to show themselves on par with
As Popovici took the field in a SIT, that last game's tie against
borrowed
green
jersey, the league's best wasn't just a
Bennington
bench gossip fluke.
Unfortunately, . the
assumed the same tone that my Pioneers couldn't push anything
.uncles reserve for self-hating through the middle throwing ·
Jews. · The Pioneersare not your away chances in reckless shots'
traditional hard-nosed college right outside striking distance
.athletes, but still, Stefan seems to and getting lost in SIT's tightlyhave offended a sense. of school knit defense. 1:n my notebook,
The Pioneers take the field with a .loyalty that is entirely lacking K's plans dribbled and smudged
stalwart roarof "Communism!'' anywhere else on campus. The under the rain.
Later, I wonder if this cheer was story of Stefan's betrayal as
meant as a slight to Romanian revealed through benchside gos- SIT played an entirely different
defector and math student Stefan..<''. sip grew larger and more hostile game (in fairness, a game most of
Popovici. Stefan's drama ofloy- by the minute: "Stefan was rude them actually grew upwith),
alty is hazy; for whatever reason to your father? Well, he's good seamlessly passing through a
hewas unable or unwilling to and he likes to hurt our players." flimsy defense, giving Van
come to the Pioneers' practices At this pointthe rain blurred my Brummelen little rest in goal.
SITplayed a cat and mouse,
and therefore ineligible for· game notes to illegibility.
time so Stefan offers his services
·e ventually workingtheir way
to any visiting team that will take After some -terse inspiration from into the goal again ' and ·again.
him.
K,
Bennington
escaped Bennington alteredtheir strategy
Marlboro's vacuum of bad play at the half, playing the walls
The weather played out for in the- second halfas more fluid more but managing few gains,
Marlboro like Ernest Lawrence passing came together like Tettis. scoring a solitary late-gamegoal.
Thayer himself arranged it. A One exception was Mary Jane SIT did not relent. adding thjrd
steady drizzle· followed their Walsh, a ' tough Southern belle and fourth goals amonga slewof
team· through a ninety-minute who bruised the Greens,brutally wide, high, and saved shots.
Bennington onslaught thatbegan and obliviously toppling half the
two minutes into the game with men in herpath. Goals followed: I wouldn'' t be fair tosay that this
Nirjan Rai notching his first of from Rai once more and Jeff last gamewas just a 'rotten series
. .
.
the .day. Devin Horan, ·a soft- Barnes, ending the game 5-0, fol- of heartbreaks, there:were plenty
spoken striker from Worcester, lowed· by a mannerly dinner of physicalinjuries too: GlenVan
MA, followed suit, only minutes attended by both teams in the Brumm,elen's amazing· minimallater while being trailed by three Green.Room
ist two-finger saveandWill
men. Despite their uncontested
Ransom's gender-defying splits.
control of the field; Bennington Pioneers 1, SIT4
Most notable was the knee driven
played a much looser, fragmented
into Mia Karpov's torso. ·Helped
game than during the previous ,After the hour-long van ride to off the field by K, Karpovsaid;
week.
Down 3-0 at the half, Brattleboroasoft and quiet rain "I'm fine. Imight not be able to
Marlboro's goalie-coach tried to fell on the Pioneers as they have children, but I'm, fine." K
said, "Yeah, it's called taking one
compress basic soccer strategy stretched: and spat and coughed.
and Patton-like inspiration into a Across thefield, SIT was moving for the -team." As the bruise ·
one-minute spiel. By this point, around and already looking fuller began to rise on Karpov's torso at
his less-delusional players knew than two weeks before. ft was the final whistle, the sun set on a
better:
don't know how to hardfor me to imagine any team three-year era of undefeatedplay
play
soccer,
remember?" having a home field advantage on for Bennington, with the Pioneers
Regarding Popovici, Marlboro their deeply-pocked mud plot, down 4-1.
assistant coach Amy Galant said but they definitely proved them-
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